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ATMOSPHERIC FLOW 
M. J. P. CULLEN and G. J. SHUTTS 
Meteorological Office, Bracknell, Berks., England 
Ai~traet--Atmospheric flows of importance for weather forecasting are mostly characterized by a 
requirement of "balance" in which the three-dimensional wind field can be determined implicitly from 
the pressure and moisture distribution. A mathematical definition of balance is described based on a 
Hamiltonian formulation which requires that sufficiently large fluid parcels remain close to a minimum 
energy configuration. The resulting evolution equations are an approximate form of the equations of 
motion. Numerical solutions of the equations describing balanced flow are presented and compared with 
those where the balance approximation is not enforced. There are large differences in cases where the 
balanced equations have singular solutions. The implications for modelling real atmospheric flows are 
discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper discusses a strictly mathematical pproach to the problem of numerical weather 
prediction. In many areas of computational fluid mechanics, it is becoming widely recognized that 
knowledge of the mathematical properties of the desired solution is essential for successful com- 
putations. A number of recent numerical methods are realizations of proofs of the existence and 
uniqueness of solutions to the governing equations and are thus guaranteed to converge to those 
solutions as the resolution of the calculations is increased. The most common example of such 
methods is the finite element method for elliptic boundary-value problems. Temam [1] describes 
this relationship for the Navier-Stokes equations. Majda [2] shows how this philosophy can be 
applied to computing three-dimensional incompressible flows at high Reynolds number. 
It is first necessary to determine what types of atmospheric motions are associated with weather. 
If  the weather is to be predictable, then these motions must evolve independently of other 
atmospheric motions. In practice there can at most be partial independence; however the 
achievement of quite accurate numerical forecasts for up to 5 days ahead indicates a high degree 
of predictability in practice [3]. Lorenz [4] showed that one way of achieving this requires a 
"spectral gap" so that large-scale motions can evolve independently of small-scale detail. 
Observational studies do not support the existence of a "spectral gap" [5]. Predictability can be 
achieved, however, if there are stable coherent structures in the atmosphere which evolve almost 
independently of other motions [6]. 
In order to achieve the maximum predictability in a computer simulation, we must first define 
a subset of atmospheric motions which we expect o evolve independently; this can be done in terms 
of horizontal and vertical scale. The complete Navier-Stokes equations are integrated, together 
with whatever forcing terms are necessary. A grid, or spectral truncation, sufficient o represent 
the desired scales accurately is chosen and smaller scales which can be resolved, but not accurately 
treated, are filtered out. Such procedures are described in standard textbooks on numerical weather 
prediction [e.g. 7, 8]. It is found that a definition purely in terms of spatial scale is not sufficient 
and that the time scale must also be restricted. Browning and Kreiss [9] derive conditions under 
which solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for the atmosphere will vary slowly in time and 
find it necessary to require smooth vertical structure. This is too restrictive an assumption to 
describe atmospheric structures associated with significant weather which are often almost 
discontinuous. 
Cullen et al. [10, 11] attempted to remove this restriction by characterizing weather-producing 
motions as solutions of a set of Lagrangian equations derived from considering the average motion 
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of fluid parcels and requiring those parcels to remain close to a minimum energy configuration. 
The equations obtained are one of many different ypes of "filtered equations" developed by 
dynamical meteorologists o describe subsets of atmospheric motions relevant o weather. The 
solutions obtained from that model can be discontinuous and can also allow fluid parcels to jump 
discontinuously between two equilibrium positions, They cannot be obtained by integrating the 
Navier-Stokes equations numerically in a way that forces the solution to stay smooth. The 
equations are a strong candidate for describing an independent subset of atmospheric motions for 
two reasons. They contain no horizontal derivatives in the evolution equations. The only 
derivatives are rates of change following fluid parcels. They therefore do not rely on possibly 
unrepresentative estimates of spatial derivatives in the atmosphere. Secondly, in two-dimensional 
flow, the minimum energy configuration can be predicted independently of the remainder of the 
flow provided there is no mixing. In three dimensions, the minimum energy configuration can only 
be affected by non-equilibrium otions in a significant proportion of the fluid. Other systems of 
filtered equations, for instance those reviewed by Gent and McWilliams [12], appear to break down 
if the assumptions used to derive them fail anywhere in space. 
In this paper we discuss how the theory of Cullen et al. [10, 11] can be applied to practical 
numerical weather prediction. The system of equations is implicit and non-linear. It is possible to 
use Lagrangian umerical methods to solve them in special cases. This allows exact solutions to 
be obtained. However, for practical simulations it appears necessary to use Eulerian numerical 
methods on a fixed grid, or spectral truncation. Iterative methods of solving the implicit equations 
are described here. Similar implicit problems have to be solved in steady flow simulations in 
engineering. It is well-known, however, that it is often easier to solve them by integrating 
time-dependent equations to a steady state. An analogy in the weather prediction problem would 
be to follow the slowly varying solution predicted by the implicit non-linear equations by 
integrating a more general set of equations in which the time dependence is explicit. This 
corresponds to the standard method of designing weather prediction models where the spatially- 
averaged Navier-Stokes equations are integrated in such a way that a slowly varying solution is 
produced. We compare the two approaches. 
Section 2 describes the mathematical model of Cullen et al. [10, 11] and the solutions it gives. 
A case in which the solution exhibits singular behaviour is illustrated. Section 3 describes finite 
difference methods for approximating the solutions and compares them with finite difference 
procedures used to solve the more general explicit equations. Section 4 gives illustrative results and 
Section 5 discusses practical implications. 
2. MATHEMATICAL  MODEL 
2.1. General principles 
The conventional approach to numerical weather prediction starts from the compressible 
Navier-Stokes equations in an appropriate coordinate system and then derives averaged equations 
appropriate to the scales being resolved by Eulerian Reynolds averaging [8]. Descriptive texts on 
weather, however, find it more natural to use a Lagrangian description and discuss the behaviour 
of air masses. Thus thunderstorms can be forecast by identifying situations where cold, dry air flows 
over warm, moist air, resulting in convective instability of the air column. The mathematical model 
used here averages the equations over air parcels: the parcels are then assumed to be sufficiently 
large that they can be assumed to remain at all times in a minimum energy configuration. This 
assumption excludes most types of transient wave motions such as gravity or inertial waves. 
Observations suggest that most of the energy in such waves is concentrated in scales not normally 
resolved by weather forecasting models and that they rarely have a direct effect on the actual 
weather as described in a forecast. Such motions, however determine the shapes of individual 
clouds. 
2.2. Variational formulation 
The equations are first derived for motions in a three-dimensional system rotating with angular 
velocity £1 in the presence of a gravitational potential H. The energy of the fluid can be written 
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as  
=fdF lvl=+ U+n]. (1) 
In this expression dF represents a volume increment da db dc in particle label space (a, b, c) 
(alternatively it can be regarded as a mass increment), U is the internal energy of the fluid and can 
be written U(a, s), where • is the specific volume and S the entropy; (u, v, w) represent velocity 
components. Shutts and Cullen [13] derive conditions for the energy to be stationary with respect 
to infinitesimal particle displacements. The displacements Z are assumed to be instantaneous and 
adiabatic so that the entropy is conserved. In such a displacement in a rotating system all the 
velocity components, except he component parallel to the axis of rotation, will change due to the 
Coriolis effect. Shutts and Cullen [13] show that the resulting equation is 
,~v = - 2n  x z .  (2)  
The change in E due to the displacement is then 
= fg (½lvl + Cv6T + 6//], (3) 
where T is the temperature and Cv is the specific heat of air at constant volume. Since 6/ / is  the 
change in geopotential energy experienced by a parcel during a displacement, we have 
&ff = V.z4 , .  
The continuity equation for a perfect gas and the First Law of Thermodynamics for an adiabatic 
displacement are then used to give 
C~ #T = -p6~ = -p~ V. Z. 
Equation (2) is used to show that 
~(½lv2l) = v.~v = z .(2fl  x v) 
and equation (3) can then be written as 
fdr[z .(2n x v+ V~b) ~tpV./]. (4)  
Assuming zero normal displacement a  rigid boundaries and the vanishing of PX at the top of a 
compressible atmosphere, the condition for an extremum is 
21"~ x V+V~b +aVp =0. (5) 
This is a general statement of geostrophic and hydrostatic balance. If this condition is applied to 
the atmosphere, it includes the conventional geostrophic relation for the wind components normal 
to the gravitational force--in other words, the horizontal wind. It gives no information about the 
northward component of wind at the equator since this component is parallel to the axis of 
rotation. The component of equation (5) normal to the earth's urface includes the conventional 
hydrostatic relation with an extra term from 2&'~ x v which is negligible relative to V~b. 
Shutts and Cullen [13] show that the condition for this stationary point to be a minimum is 
x 'Q ' I  I>0 (6) 
where 
Q -- 2~VM - o(VSVp (7) 
and 
M = 2f~(r - (fl. r)fl/fF) - l'~ x v/f~; (8) 
r is a position vector. These conditions for a minimum energy state thus require the horizontal wind 
to be geostrophic and the vertical pressure distribution to be hydrostatic. 
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In order to make forecasts it is necessary to find equations for the time evolution of the 
atmosphere using the assumption that it is close to a minimum energy state. Salmon [14] derives 
evolution equations from Hamilton's principle though he does not connect his treatment with 
energy minimization. We give a slightly different Hamiltonian formulation based on the energy 
arguments. This is described in detail by Shutts [15]. The Hamiltonian for general motions is given 
by 
H=fdF[~(u~+v2+w2)+U+dp-po( J ( (x ,y ,z ) / (a ,b ,c ) -o t ) -To(S -So) ]  (9) 
where (u, v, w) are velocity components in a Cartesian frame (x, y , z )  oriented so that the 
z-direction is parallel to the axis of rotation, So(a, b, c) is the initial entropy and P0 and To are 
Lagrange multipliers. The evolution is then governed by an action principle 
where variations taken with respect o x, y, z, u, v, w, a and S are considered to be independent 
[cf. 16]. 
Variations with respect o x, y and z give the Euler equations of motion; variations with respect 
to u, v and w give the definitions u = 0x/0~ required for consistency and the variations with respect 
to ~t and S provide the thermodynamic definitions of pressure and temperature in terms of internal 
energy. 
We now wish to restrict he action principle to deal with motions close to minimum energy. This 
is done by making two approximations. The first is to neglect he kinetic energy of the component 
of motion parallel to the axis of rotation and the corresponding term in the action integral. We 
then transform the principle into canonical coordinates. Define 
M = 2D.x + v, N = 2~y - u (11) 
from components of equation (8). Then Shutts [15] proposes the following approximation to the 
Hamiltonian: 
H = fdr[½(2tly - N) 2+/ (M - 2D.x) ~ + U + qb - po(J(x, y, z)/(a, b, c) - ~) - To(S - So). (12) 
This involves the neglect of a term Ic~fl/~gz [/2.,Q as ~ 1, where fl is the wind direction measured as 
an angle from a reference direction. The action principle becomes 
Variations with respect o x, y and z give 
fix: - 2£1(M - 2t'lx) + ~c~/~x + otOp/ax = 0 
@: 2fl(2fly - N)  + adp/Oy + ~t@/Oy = 0 
and 
(13) 
(14) 
(is) 
(Sz: (3$/~z + otap/az = o. (16) 
These are the geostrophic and hydrostatic relations (5), showing that the approximate Hamiltonian 
is indeed associated with motions close to minimum energy. The evolution equations are obtained 
from variations with respect o M and N: 
fM:  aNla~12tl - (M - 2D.x) = 0 (17) 
and 
fN :  -~MlaT I2 f l  + (my - N) = 0. (18) 
It can be shown that in the special case where Vt# is parallel to the axis of rotation, the equations 
are exactly the semi-geostrophic equations derived by Hoskins [17] by replacing the actual 
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momentum by its geostrophic value in the unapproximated quations of motion. These equations 
conserve the energy given by equation (12). Salmon [14] derived a similar set of equations to 
equations (14)-(18) from a slightly different Hamiltonian formulation. 
The remaining equations to close the problem are not approximated and are given by the 
constraints 
and 
J((x, y, z)/(a, b, c)) = ot 
and the variation with respect o 0t, 
(19) 
S=So(a ,b ,c )  (20) 
p = -OU/aot (21) 
together with a knowledge of the function U(~t, S) for a perfect gas. 
The system of equations (17)-(21) contains no spatial derivatives. The definitions (14)-(16) 
require the pressure to be differentiable but do not require that M and N are continuous. Since 
it is only necessary to know M, N and S for fluid parcels which fill the total available volume, the 
requirement on the pressure can be relaxed to differentiability almost everywhere; with M, N and 
S undefined on a set of measure zero. 
2.3. Properties of solutions 
It is simplest o explain the properties of this model by examining a two-dimensional version. 
Consider a domain in the (x, z) plane with rigid boundaries. Following Hoskins [17], write the 
equations using a vertical coordinate which is a specially chosen function of pressure so that the 
equations transform into a set like those for an incompressible fluid. The unapproximated 
equations are then 
Du/Dt + dr~/dx - 2fly = 0 (22) 
Dv/Dt + 2flu = 0 (23) 
Dw /Dt + dgb /Oz - ge s = 0 (24) 
DS/Dt  = 0 (25) 
D~t/Dt = 0 (26) 
and 
u. n = 0 on boundaries. (27) 
Any solution of these equations is an area-preserving rearrangement of the fluid, because of 
equations (26) and (27). The rearrangement preserves the entropy S and the absolute momentum 
M = (v + 2D, x) following fluid parcels. The energy that can be attained in such a rearrangement 
is stationary when the geostrophic and hydrostatic relations (5) are satisfied. For this problem 
relations (5) take the form 
d~/dx = 2D.v (28) 
~c~ /dz = ge s. (29) 
The condition (6) for this arrangement to give a minimum of the energy becomes 
(aM/~x)(OS/dz) - (OM/dz)(aS/ax) >>. O, OS/az >10. (30) 
Given general initial data not satisfying equations (28) and (29), the total energy will be 
conserved and the solution will not be able to reach minimum energy. If a dissipative mechanism 
for u and w is included but no mixing of M and S is allowed, the solution will tend asymptotically 
to that of the system (23), (25)-(29). This reduced system is the two-dimensional version of the 
approximate equations (17)-(21). As written so far, they describe a steady unidirectional f ow in 
geostrophic and hydrostatic balance. A non-trivial problem can be obtained by specifying source 
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Fig. I. Initial cross-section of fluid elements. Fig. 2. Cross-section of fluid elements after deformation. 
terms; for instance, by including a basic pressure gradient in the y-direction and including effects 
that can change the entropy of fluid parcels. We illustrate this with a model of moist frontogenesis 
developed by Holt [18]. The equations are 
t~4p/(gx = 2t)v (31) 
cOqb /dz = ge s (32) 
DM/Dt  =- D(v + 2t2x)/Dt = - aM (33) 
and 
DS /Dt  = L Dq /Dt  q >1 qs 
=0 q <qs 
Dq /Dt  = 0 q < q~ 
= Dq JDt  q >1 q~ 
DA/Dt  = - cA  
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
u-n = 0 on boundaries. (37) 
These equations arc to bc solved in a region of the (x, z) plane which shrinks laterally with time, 
its area being proportional to c -~t. A is the specific cross-section of the air. The extra variable q 
represents the moisture content of the air, qs is the saturation moisture content and L is the latent 
heat of evaporation. Figures l and 2 illustrate a solution. The data is approximated by a pieccwisc 
constant distribution of M, S and q. The solution will then remain piecewisc constant when 
integrated in time, provided that a single value of qs is used for each element. Cullen and Purser 
[l 9] prove that the equations have a unique piecewise constant solution which satisfies the stability 
condition (30). 
The solution shown in Fig. l illustrates the initial data. The moisture content is greatest in the 
pare~Is nearest the bottom boundary. The solution then evolves under a basic state deformation 
field which enters through the source terms in equations (33) and (36). A discontinuity correspond- 
ing to an atmospheric front forms at the lower boundary: this is a contact discontinuity which no 
fluid crosses. Parcels initially in contact with the lower boundary separate from it. The value of 
q, for a parcel depends on the pressure and decreases as it ascends. Some of the parcels which arc 
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forced off the lower boundary increase their values of S according to equation (34) sufficiently to 
violate condition (30) and jump discontinuously to a position in the upper atmosphere asis shown 
in Fig. 2. 
The meteorological justification for these solutions is discussed by Cullen et al. [10, 11]. In 
mathematical terms they are strong solutions of the Lagrangian equations because M, S and q vary 
continuously following fluid parcels. However, if fronts form, u and w are discontinuous though 
energy is still conserved. If parcels jump, u and w are undefined and a well-defined amount of energy 
is dissipated. These solutions are not likely to be solutions of the Eulerian form of the equations, 
even in a weak sense; numerical solution by conventional methods will therefore be very difficult. 
The rest of this paper considers how finite difference methods on a fixed mesh can be used to solve 
the problem. The fully Lagrangian method used to generate the solution in Figs 1 and 2 is 
inherently first-order accurate at best and does not at present appear practicable for operational 
weather forecasting models. 
2.4. Relation to other mathematical models 
The model described above is only one of a wide variety that have appeared in the meteorological 
literature which distinguish weather-producing motions from other atmospheric motions. Our 
model is based on the geostrophic approximation to the horizontal wind and therefore does not 
allow any horizontal pressure gradient along the equator except across mountains. An alternative 
[12] is to expand the horizontal velocity in its rotational and divergent components, and, for 
instance, replace the momentum by that of the rotational component. The pressure distribution 
has to be determined implicitly. The rotational component of the horizontal wind has to satisfy 
a constraint which ensures that this implicit problem is elliptic, analogous to the condition (6) in 
our model. Their type of formulation does not appear so restrictive near the equator, but the 
decomposition into rotational and divergent components relies on the smoothness ofthe horizontal 
velocity in space. It is not at all clear whether it can be generalized tomake sense for discontinuous 
phenomena such as fronts, or the convecting solution illustrated above. Different types of weather 
are important at low latitudes and it would not be surprising if different approximate formulations 
were needed there. 
In operational forecast models, it is most common to distinguish weather-producing motions in 
terms of normal modes. The unapproximated quations are represented as a finite-dimensional 
system using finite difference, finite element or spectral methods. This system is linearized about 
a state of rest and normal modes of the resulting equations calculated. These modes may 
correspond to sound waves, gravity waves or slowly propagating waves associated with weather 
systems. The initial data is then prepared by requiring the initial time tendencies of the unwanted 
modes to be small or zero. Two ways of doing this are normal mode initialization [20] and the 
bounded erivative method [9]. The latter paper shows rigorously that the procedure only makes 
sense if the vertical structure is smooth because only then is the linearization about a state of rest 
reasonable. It is again difficult to see how this procedure makes sense in the presence of 
discontinuities or convection. 
A simpler procedure used, for instance, in some of the operational models at the U.K. 
Meteorological Office [21] is to add selective diffusion of the divergent component of the horizontal 
wind. In the two-dimensional problem discussed in Section 2.3 this allows the system to reach the 
minimum energy configuration described there since only u and w would be diffused. In three 
dimensions, however, this technique would give a different solution from our model since it is based 
on the divergent rather than the ageostrophic wind. 
3. METHODS OF SOLUTION 
3.1. Solution of the semi-geostrophic equations 
We first set out a solution procedure for the system (23), (25)-(29). The procedure is designed 
so that it can readily be applied to a three-dimensional model by using an alternating direction 
method. The aim in this paper is to relate the procedure to methods of solving the unapproximated 
equations (22)-(27). Only the detail needed to make the comparison is therefore given; a much fuller 
description is given by Cullen [22]. A second-order finite difference algorithm isdescribed. A similar 
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Fig. 3. Arrangement of variables on grid for scmi-geostropic solutions. 
procedure could be developed using higher-order finite difference methods, finite element or 
spectral methods, 
The first requirement is to set up the grid to represent the geostrophic and hydrostatic relations 
(28) and (29) in the most natural way. This suggests that S, 4) and v are arranged on the grid as 
shown in Fig. 3. Equation (26) is then replaced by its Eulerian form 
Ou/Ox + Ow/Oz = O. (38) 
We will use a rectaugular domain - L ~< x ~ L, 0 ~< z ~ H. The boundary conditions (27) then 
become 
u=0 at x=+_L 
w=0 at z=0,  H. (39) 
These equations uggest the arrangement of u and w on the grid shown in Fig. 3. Note that if the 
grid has N layers between the upper and lower boundaries, there are (N - 1) independent values 
of w that can be computed for each value ofx. This number has to match the number of constraints 
that have to be enforced between the v and S fields. These constraints can be written as 
2~lOv /Oz = geS OS /Ox. (40) 
The form of this constraint suggests the arrangement of v and S on the grid shown in Fig. 3. There 
can only be (N - 1) values of S in each column. The grid arrangement can be easily extended to 
a three-dimensional model. 
The procedure for advancing the solution for one timestep consists of four stages. Equations (23) 
and (25) are stepped forward in time: 
v ~ = v ° - (u.Vv + 2flu)At (41) 
and 
S I = S O - (u" VS)At. (42) 
The operator u.V denotes uO/Ox + wa/Oz. The values of u appearing on the r.h.s, equations (41) 
and (42) are those at time level 0. Those of S and v can be averages of values at time levels 0 and 
1. Any forcing terms, such as that in equations (34), are also added at this stage, v I and S I will 
not satisfy equation (40). Before imposing this constraint by calculating a new value of u and 
correcting v~ and S ~, it is necessary to enforce condition (30) on the values at time level 1. If this 
condition is not satisfied the equation for the new value of u will not be elliptic. It is very difficult 
to enforce condition (30) without somewhere creating values of S and v out of the range present 
in the original data. Since equation (25) states that S is at all times a rearrangement of the initial 
data, this is undesirable and may lead to computational instability. A simpler procedure is therefore 
followed. The values of S in each vertical column are adjusted so that OS/Oz > O. The adjustment 
conserves the vertical integral of S and imposes zero gradient in regions of negative gradient. The 
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values of (v + 2D.x) are similarly adjusted so that O(v + 2flx)/Ox > 0. These conditions are implied 
by condition (30) but are not sufficient o satisfy it. Write the values of S and V after adjustment 
as S 2 and v s. 
The values S 2 and v ~ are now corrected to satisfy equation (40), by calculating a new u field u s 
that satisfies equations (38) and (39). The calculation is performed using a subset of equations (41) 
and (42), namely 
v 3 = v 2 - (u3Ov/Ox + 2~u3)At (43) 
and 
S 3 = S 2 - (w3OS/Oz)At .  (44)  
Conditions (38) and (39) mean that u can be written in terms of a stream function ~b which vanishes 
on the boundaries. We seek a correction fi~O to ~O which satisfies the equation 
2t2d /az[(Ov/Ox + 2f~)d~O/0z] + (geS)d /dx[(d6~O /dx) (dS  /dz)] = R /At  2 (45) 
where 
R = (geS)dS/dx - 2f~dv/Oz. 
This equation is elliptic provided dS/dz and O/dx(v + 2t"L,c) are both positive, as was assured in 
the adjustment procedure. If, instead, the whole of equations (41) and (42) were used to construct 
equation (45), extra cross-derivative t rms would appear. The condition for ellipticity is then 
condition (30). It is found that this apparently more accurate procedure is highly unstable when 
the exact solution is discontinuous. The procedure using equation (45) is better conditioned and 
safer, though more iteration may be required. 
After solving equation (45) for 6~k using the boundary condition 6~0 = 0, the values 6u and fiw 
are generated from it and used to correct S and v: 
v 4 = v 2 - (6uOv/Ox + 6wOv/c3z + 2t~6u)At (46) 
and 
S 4 = S 2 - (6uOS/Ox + 6wOS/Oz)At. (47) 
v 4 and S 4 will not exactly satisfy equation (40) and so the correction step must be iterated. The 
final iteration can be combined with the predictor step for the next timestep, because quations 
(46) and (47) have the same form as equations (41) and (42). 
3.2. Solution o f  the primitive hydrostatic equations 
In this section we describe how equations (22)-(27) would normally be solved in the context of 
a weather prediction model. We relate the procedure closely to that set out above for the 
semi-geostrophic equations. It is usually assumed that the solution o f  the more general set o f  
equations will automatically include those of  the semi-geostrophic equations, as well as allowing other 
types of motion in the appropriate circumstances. In most operational models the only motions 
that can be resolved are hydrostatic. Thus we illustrate the solution of equations (22), (23), 
(25)-(27) and (29). 
The problem will again be solved in a rectangular domain in the (x, z) plane. The equations can 
be made entirely explicit except for the constraint 
udz  = 0 (48) 
implied by equations (26) and (27). If an explicit time integration scheme is used, the size of the 
timestep is restricted by the usual Courant condition. The propagation speed that determines the 
maximum timestep is the highest phase speed of the waves described by the equations. Gadd [23] 
introduced a splitting technique that means that only a few terms in the equations have to be 
computed with a short timestep. Many other ways of achieving this are described in the 
meteorological literature; we use a version of Gadd's technique here. 
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In a purely two-dimensional problem, the arrangement ofvariables on the grid could be the same 
as shown in Fig. 3. However, in the three-dimensional problem with these equations there are no 
separate ug and u variables. The continuity equation and boundary conditions again take the form 
(38) and (39). In a three-dimensional problem the natural arrangement would be to hold u and 
v at different points--the C grid of Arakawa and Lamb [24]. This conflicts with the requirement 
that v and S be arranged to suit equation (40) and that the number of degrees of freedom in w 
matches the number of geostrophic constraints. It is therefore necessary to compromise. There is 
no general agreement as to which arrangement of variables is most suitable for the primitive 
hydrostatic equations. 
The first stage of the forward time integration can be written as 
v I = v ° - -  (uav /dx  + 2~u)At (49) 
and 
S I = S O - (uOS/dx)At .  (50) 
The vertical advection of S is omitted at this stage because it forms part of the equation describing 
fast-moving ravity waves. It is therefore convenient o postpone calculation of the vertical 
advection of v. Any other forcing terms are included at this stage. In order to allow stable explicit 
forward time integration as suggested by equations (49) and (50), a two-step scheme such as the 
Heun or Lax-Wendroff is used. 
Since there is no equation of the type (45) to solve, the adjustment procedure described in Section 
3.1 should not be necessary. However, it is found that very unrealistic flows develop if OS/Oz  <<. O, 
because the real convective overturning that would take place in these circumstances cannot be 
described correctly by the hydrostatic equations. It is therefore necessary to adjust the vertical 
profiles of S to ensure that dS/dz  > 0. It is not considered necessary to perform horizontal 
adjustment or to attempt o enforce condition (30), though recent work [25] e.g. suggests that it 
may be advantageous. It is usual to combine this adjustment with a more sophisticated attempt 
to represent the effect of convective clouds on the atmosphere. 
The third part of the solution is given by 
v 3 = v 2 - (wOv/dz)At  (51) 
S 3 = S 2 - (wOS/Oz)At  (52) 
Odp3/Oz = ge s (53) 
u 3 = u 2 - (O(a3/Ox - 2~v3)At (54) 
and 
au3/Ox  + Ow3/Oz = 0. (55) 
The solution of equation (54) must be modified to enforce S u dz = 0. The degree of freedom that 
allows this, is the unknown value of q~ at z = 0. Equation (54) is first solved with ~b = 0 at z = 0. 
Let the resulting vertical mean of u 3 be U. The equation for the surface value ~b, of ~b is then 
824~,/8x 2 = OU/ax  (56) 
with boundary conditions 
dq~,/Sx=0 at x=+L.  (57) 
This extra step is an artefact of our simplification of the equations to obtain equations (22)-(27). 
In operational forecast models, equation (56) is replaced by an explicit evolution equation for the 
surface pressure. 
Equations (51)-(55) are solved using a shorter timestep than equations (49) and (50). They must 
thus be integrated several times for each integration of equations (49) and (50). This step plays 
the dual role of acting as an explicit iterative solution of the implicit equation (45) and providing 
an explicit prediction of wave motions excluded by the semi-geostrophic system. 
This de-~'ription suggests a number of purely numerical problems that may arise in simulating 
a solution close to that of the semi-geostrophic equations by using a primitive equation model. It 
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is not possible to define an arrangement of variables on the grid that is natural for the definition 
of geostrophic balance and is also suitable for the implicit calculation of the ageostrophic wind. 
If equations (51)-(55) are considered as an explicit iteration towards the solution of equation (45), 
the rate of convergence an be shown to be very slow unless the vertical scale of the motion is large, 
typically several kilometres [11]. There is thus a risk that a primitive quation model could generate 
as unrealistically arge amount of transient gravity and inertia wave motions. 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
4.1. Front formation 
In this section we compare results from finite difference solutions of the semi-geostrophic 
equations and the primitive hydrostatic equations in two two-dimensional test problems. The first 
problem is to simulate the evolution of a two-dimensional ir-stream under the action of a 
large-scale deformation field. The deformation rate is periodic in time so that a given cross-sectional 
area through the air-stream undergoes alternate compression and expansion. The data are chosen 
so that the semi-geostrophic solution forms a discontinuity which propagates into the interior of 
the fluid, as in the cases illustrated by Cullen and Purser [19]. As the deformation reverses, the 
discontinuity weakens and eventually the initial data is recovered. The total energy will be 
conserved over the cycle. As discussed in Section 2, this solution represents the minimum energy 
state that can be reached by the two-dimensional primitive quations without mixing. Thus, when 
solving this problem using finite difference approximations to either the semi-geostrophic or to the 
primitive hydrostatic equations, the same solution should be obtained up until the formation of 
a discontinuity--provided that total energy is conserved by the finite difference schemes. After this 
point, smoothing has to be used to allow the integration to be continued. When the expansion 
phase begins, some of the parcel properties which determine the minimum energy configuration 
may have been modified. It is therefore not likely that the original solution will be recovered at 
the end of the cycle, the error will reflect he amount of smoothing needed in the integration. The 
final solution will contain less energy than the original and in the solution of the primitive quations 
some of the energy lost from the basic state may appear as inertia-gravity waves. 
The semi-geostrophic equations for this problem are 
and 
Ock/Ox = 2f~v (58) 
Oc~ /Oz = ge s (59) 
DM/Dt  = -aM (60) 
DS/Dt  = 0 (61) 
DA/Dt  = - aA (62) 
t" 
u= -T-trx at x= +L_ le  -°~dr. (63) 
proportional to cos(ogt). The primitive hydrostatic equations are The deformation rate a is 
obtained by adding Du/Dt  to the 1.h.s. equation (58). 
If this situation arose in a normal forecast model it would not be practicable to adjust the grid 
with the deformation. The results illustrated therefore use a fixed grid and always integrate between 
x = _+ L. Extra boundary conditions, that Me ~ and S are fixed at x = _ L during the compression 
phase, have to be specified. 
Results from the semi-geostrophic integration are shown in Fig. 4(a-d). The deformation was 
chosen so that the maximum compression of the original cross-section was 28%. The equations 
were solved on a uniform 50 x 12 grid. The results, however, are shown only for the region 
bounded by x = +LSe -'~ dr. The entropy field is illustrated at the maximum compression and 
expansion during the first and fifth cycles. The results near the front are almost identical on the 
two cycles. There are slight differences near the boundaries because of the use of extra boundary 
conditions. 
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Fig. 4. Solutions for front formauon under action of time-periodic eformation field, cross-sections of 
entropy, semi-geostrophic model: (a) maximum compression, 1st cycle; Co) maximum expansion, I st cycle; 
(c) maximum compression, 5th cycle; (d) maximum expansion, 5th cycle, 
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Fig. 5. Solutions for front formation using primitive quation model, details as in Fig. 4. 
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Results from the primitive hydrostatic equations are shown in Fig. 5(a-d). After the initial 
compression the entropy field is very similar to the semi-geostrophic model. However, the 
cross-frontal circulation does not fall to near zero as the deformation rate drops to zero at the 
maximum compression, but remains near its maximum value. In the expansion phase the 
circulation changes ign as in the semi-geostrophic model but overshoots the value reached uring 
compression. The expansion phases, therefore, leads to a much greater spreading out of the entropy 
gradient. By the fifth cycle the compression gives almost vertical isentropes, while the expansion 
spreads the entropy gradient over the whole domain. 
The difference between these solutions can be explained by their different responses to a 
time-varying deformation. The semi-geostrophic model produces a cross-frontal circulation 
determined by the instantaneous deformation rate. The primitive equation model circulation is 
predicted as an initial-value problem. Linear theory, as described by Haltiner and Williams [7], 
shows that the solution will only be similar to that of the semi-geostrophic model if the time-scale 
of the variation in the deformation is >>f-~. In the solutions shown here the time-scales were 
intentionally made comparable to highlight the difference. It is very hard to determine from 
observations whether the real ageostrophic circulation responds on the time-scale given by linear 
theory, or whether non-linear or turbulent motions damp the non-equilibrium part of the 
ageostrophic circulation leading to faster adjustment. 
4.2. Mountain flow 
The second problem to which we compare solutions is that of two-dimensional flow over a 
mountain ridge. The basic flow is in geostrophic balance with a pressure gradient parallel to the 
ridge. This pressure gradient is maintained at a constant value and provides the source of energy 
for the problem. The ridge is chosen to be a typical Alpine cross-section. The problem is restrictive 
as a model of the real atmosphere because all the air has to flow across the ridge. In many real 
situations a large proportion flows round the mountains and does not undergo significant vertical 
displacement. The problem has been discussed in detail by Cullen et al. [10]. They show that the 
semi-geostrophic solution concentrates the flow across the ridge into a shallow jet, with little 
disturbance to the air higher up. A strong flow develops along the upwind slope of the ridge, which 
would in a three-dimensional calculation take air round the end of the ridge without vertical 
displacement. This solution again represents the minimum energy state that can be reached in 
two-dimensional flow subject o parcel conservation properties and the requirement that no fluid 
can flow through the ridge. Total energy decreases in this problem; it is extracted from the assumed 
basic state pressure gradient and is dissipated when air descends on the lee side. The rate of loss 
of energy equals the drag on the mountain multiplied by the speed of the basic flow. 
When solving the semi-geostrophic equations the energy dissipation is implicit and is assumed 
to be achieved by motions not described by the equations. The numerical method must be able 
to deal with this. A solution of the primitive hydrostatic equations can release the energy in 
unbalanced wave motions; or dissipate the energy by sub-grid scale eddy diffusion terms, or by 
the vertical adjustment which maintains ~S/~z >>. 0--the condition for gravitational stability. It is 
not known under what circumstances which process is dominant. 
The semi-geostrophic equations to be solved in this case are 
and 
ddp /dx = 2f~v (64) 
~dp/dz = ge s (65) 
DM /Dt = 2~U (66) 
DS/Dt = 0 (67) 
DA/Dt = 0 (68) 
u=U at x=_L .  (69) 
The primitive hydrostatic equations are obtained by adding Du/Dt to equation (64). The initial 
data is shown in Fig. 6(a, b). The ridge is 2000 m high and 250 km wide. The total length of the 
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Fig. 6. Initial data for flow over a mountain: (a) entropy cross-section; (b) geostrophic wind parallel to 
ridge (m s -  i ). 
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Fig. 7. Solution for flow over a mountain after 12 h, scmi-geostrophi¢ model: (a) entropy; (b) wind parallel 
to ridge (m s-I); (c) horizontal wind across ridge (m s-l); (d) vertical wind (cm s-l). 
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integration domain is 1300 km. There is a front crossing the ridge with a strong jet of 32 m s- t 
parallel to the ridge. Because of equations (64) and (65), this is associated with a slope in the 
isentropes (S contours) in the middle of the atmosphere. The irregularities atupper levels over the 
ridge are caused by interpolation from the terrain-following coordinates used in the computations 
to physical height as an output coordinate. 
The semi-geostrophic solution is shown in Fig. 7(a--d). The equations were solved on a uniform 
40 x 10 grid. The results are after a 12 h time interval with a basic cross-mountain wind U of 
15 ms-1. The S field, Fig. 7(a), shows that the frontal zone has not been distorted by its passage 
over the ridge but the slope has been reduced. Most of the enhanced flow across the ridge is 
confined to the lowest model ayers. Figure 7(b) shows the wind parallel to the ridge. The upper 
air maximum has been reduced to 25 m s-~. There is an upstream barrier jet at low levels of 
12m s-~: downstream there is a region of uniform negative v of about 5 m s -~. This results from 
the bulk displacement of air to the right of the position it would have occupied in the absence of 
the ridge. Since M is determined as a function of t by equation (66) for each parcel of air, an 
increase in x must be compensated by a decrease in v. 
The implied cross-ridge circulation (u, w) is shown in Figs 7(c, d). The perturbation to u is 
< 1 m s- ~ almost everywhere except near the ridge top. The maximum value there is about 65 m s- 1. 
Upstream of the ridge the basic 15 m s- t is reduced to < 8 m s- i. The vertical motion is mainly 
confined to the vicinity of the ridge. A narrow tongue of values up to 13 cm s- l extends up to the 
top of the model above the ridge; this is almost certainly caused by numerical errors. 
The solution of the primitive hydrostatic equations i shown in Fig. 8(a, b). The entropy field 
shows a large-amplitude hydraulic-type flow over the ridge with a downstream jump. Overturning 
of the isentropes there is prevented by the vertical adjustment procedure. There is a standing wave 
over the mountain top at upper levels. The downstream cold air retains its identity in a cold 
"dome". The wind component along the ridge is shown in Fig. 8(b). The main jet is reduced in 
amplitude by a similar amount o the semi-geostrophic model. However, other changes are much 
larger. The upstream barrier jet reaches 20 m s- l and is deeper than in the semi-geostrophic model. 
There are large negative values generated above the ridge top where the hydraulic flow is dragging 
air down and to the right across the ridge. There is an extra region of positive values below the 
main jet, where the air downstream is swept back towards the ridge in a type of rotor motion. The 
horizontal cross-ridge wind, Fig. 8(c), shows the hydraulic flow and the downstream rotor. There 
is a region of retarded flow upstream similar to the semi-geostrophic model. The vertical motion, 
Fig. 8(d), shows the motions discussed above, together with some wave motions propagating away 
from the ridge. 
These two calculations have produced very different solutions. The adjustment step in the 
semi-geostrophic solution which enforces monotonicity of (v + 2fLx) is used at most timesteps and 
together with the removal of small scales from the (u, w) field used to provide a first guess at the 
next timestep, allows the energy to be removed quite effectively. However, there are noticeable 
errors in the solution above the ridge, indicating that the scheme has not removed all that is 
required to reach the minimum energy configuration. In the primitive quation integration, much 
of the energy appears in the hydraulic flow and is dissipated in the downstream jump through the 
vertical adjustment procedure. A similar mechanism is implied in the semi-geostrophic model when 
fluid "jumps" over the ridge. However, the primitive quation solution drags air down to near the 
surface from well above the ridge, while the semi-geostrophic d sturbance would only reach a short 
distance above it. This is because the primitive quation solution has to represent the response on 
resolved scales up till the point when the jump "breaks"--the point when three-dimensional and 
non-hydrostatic motions would be generated. 
5. DISCUSSION 
The integrations shown illustrate the difficulty of maintaining balanced flow in a numerical 
integration under conditions where the balanced solution is not smooth, or when the forcing varies 
on a time-scale comparable to f - 1. In the case of time-varying forcing, it is not known whether 
the atmosphere mains close to balance only if the time-scale is an order of magnitude greater 
than f -  i, as would be required by linear theory, or whether non-linear effects allow balance with 
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more rapidly varying forcing. When the balanced solution is not smooth, there will be at least a 
local breakdown of balance in the atmosphere. However, the strong gradients mean that the real 
flow will not remain two-dimensional either. In the solutions of the primitive hydrostatic equations 
illustrated, the response has to be on scales resolved by the model and has to be smooth and 
two-dimensional. These restrictions exclude the balanced solution, which is not smooth, and 
prevent realistic modelling of the unbalanced flow. 
The real problem which has to be solved in numerical weather prediction is three-dimensional 
and many of the perturbing mechanisms, uch as the mountains are not well-resolved. In the case 
of flow over a ridge for instance, the balanced response is primarily dependent on the maximum 
height and the area of the cross-section. The unbalanced response is also very dependent on the 
shape. The results shown in this paper illustrate that there is a serious question as to whether it 
is sensible to attempt explicit prediction of the unbalanced flow, or whether it is better to 
concentrate on accurate prediction of balanced flow. 
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